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General Instructions
1. Practical Note – We recommend that Substitute 1099’s be sent to owners/vendors as soon as
possible after the last check print (and void process) for the year. This gives time for
owners/vendors to request corrections prior to submission to the IRS. We do not recommend
sending the forms/files to the IRS until close to the due date (due date is now January 31, 2018) to
allow time for corrections prior to submission.
2. The IRS made no changes to the 2017 1099 MISC or 1099 DIV forms or electronic files. However,
there were changes made within OGsql that impacted 1099s. OGsql versions older than 1.93 are
no longer updated. Prior to printing 1099’s (or the proof report), make sure you are on OGsql
version 1.93 or above and have downloaded the latest Patch from the OGsys website.
3. IMPORTANT – OGSYS users that have not run the Logical Integrity Audit in Final mode on version
1.92+ since 11/01/2015 must do so before generating 1099’s. Run the LIA in Trial mode first,
sending all resulting reports to OGSYS Support (support@ogsys.com) for review before running the
Final LIA. It is recommended that the LIA be run quarterly for all modules but if running for 1099’s
only, select the AR and Revenue modules and enable the box for ‘Audit Rev-1099’s
Only’. Contact OGSYS Support with any questions about this. OGsql versions older than 1.93 are
no longer updated.
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5. Always run the module’s Close Month process for the month of December before printing 1099s
for a year. The modules to be closed include Revenue, Accounts Payable, and Lease Records. The
G/L close month process has no effect on 1099s. If December Close Month is not run prior to
printing 1099s, subsequent years' 1099s will include amounts from the prior year. To correct,
reprint 1099s for the prior year, and run Close Month for December of the current year
6. The 1099 Proof Reports may be printed at any time during the year.
a. Print the 1099 Proof Report to verify 1099 amounts and to verify which entities will be
receiving a 1099.
b. To search for missing Federal ID #, choose to sort by Federal ID. The blanks will print at the
beginning of the list.
7. Take care when selecting the 1099 date when a check is voided, especially if that check was for a
prior year.
a. When you want to effect that prior year with the negative amount that will be generated
to the 1099 balance by the voiding of the check then select the Year of Check. This is used
if you intend to re-file the 1099 for that year as a correction for that new balance.
b. When you want to effect the current 1099 year (because those 1099s have not yet been
filed) then select the Year of Voucher so that the current voucher date is used to add that
negative balance to the current 1099s. This is used if you are re-issuing that payment in
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the current year because the negative balance from the void and the positive balance from
the new check in the same period net to zero for a zero effect to the current year’s 1099.
This means that the amount that was included on a prior year’s 1099 will not be duplicated
on the current 1099 year.

8. Per IRS specifications (see IRS General Instructions for Certain Information Returns (Forms 1097,
1098, 1099...., part M) an EIN number cannot be masked while a Social Security number can be
masked. The format of that number determines which it is. A Social Security number is a nine
digit number separated by two hyphens (000-00-0000), and an EIN has nine digits separated by
only one hyphen (00-0000000).
9. Print 1099s.
a. Printed 1099 forms are only allowed if there are less than 250 forms to be printed.
b. The 1099 forms have a setting for top margin lines and left margin spaces. For example, in
testing on the HP Laser Jet 500 Color printer the default setting of top margin lines 2 and
left margin spaces 7 will work when the “Print All of Long Name/Address” box is not
checked. When the box is checked change the top margin lines to 2 and accept the default
of 10 for the left margin spaces. Users will need to manipulate these settings if the line-up
on 1099’s needs adjustment.
c. There is a run time setting “Print Even if All–Zero” for the 1099 proof report, forms,
electronic file, and substitute forms. This will include vendors/owners that have a zero
1099 amount.
d. 1099 information submitted on disk is no longer allowed.
e. Substitute 1099s (plain paper format) are available for Vendor 1099s, Owner Royalty 1099s
and Land-Owner 1099s. Use these substitute forms to mail to the Vendors/Owners. These
forms are not intended to be used to file to the I.R.S. You should see Substitute 1099s in
each respective 1099s menu. If you do not, contact OGSYS System Support.
A.

Owners Substitute 1099 envelopes – If the 1099 envelopes will be used, select 2
windows on the substitute setup screen. If the regular size 2 window envelope
will be used, select 1 window on the substitute setup screen.
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Accounts Payable 1099’s
1. The name and address used for 1099s is set up in Vendor Maintenance (Master Information – 1
tab) for Accounts Payable and Owner Maintenance (General tab) for Revenue and Lease
Payments. (The Field Descriptions have changed since 2006 for DBA)
a. Enter the legal name of the entity for 1099 purposes in the DBA 1099 field.
b. Enter the legal address for mailing 1099s in the Address, City, State/Prov, and Zip fields.
c. Enter any DBA (Doing Business As) name in the Name field. See the examples below.

Will appear on 1099s as:
ACCOUNTING TEMPS
dba/ ACCOUNTEMPS
3317 CHERRY LANE
Suite 900
FORT WORTH
TX 76116
d. To specify a different name and address for mailing checks or statements, use the Mailing
Addresses or Alternate Addresses tabs. When using Alternate Addresses, the ENTIRE name
and address must be entered exactly as it is to appear on the checks/statements.
e. The box used on the 1099s is determined based on the 1099 type. Vendor 1099 type
defaults by-vendor based on the input in Vendor Maintenance in 1099 Payment Type.
A.

However, the 1099 type for each invoice can be modified in AP Invoice Entry as
the invoice is entered.

B.

As a result, the 1099 type cannot be changed for printing 1099’s simply by
changing the default 1099-type in Vendor Maintenance. Instead use Vendor
1099-History Entry to move amounts between 1099-types.
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2. A/P Void Check Entry now tracks the year of the AP check void in the 1099's. The change to A/P
1099's (399) is to disable the checkbox for 'Print Non-Qualifying' unless the 399-05 report version
is selected (since that is the only version that looks at non-qualifying amounts).
a. In OGsql 1.95 the A/P 1099 Proof with supporting detail (399-05) will now show check
detail that was voided in a diff year than it was issued.
b. In OGsql 1.92 and 1.93, the 399-05 will now show a line in the detail section when a check
is voided into a diff year. It will be called 'VoidDiffYear' and no voucher or invoice
information will be available. The A/P Logical Integrity Audit will no longer report error
messages relating to the MISMATCH messages in the A/P 1099 balances.
3. 1099 amounts may be adjusted. For vendor 1099 adjustments use the Vendor 1099-History Entry
function from the Vendor History/1099s Menu. OGSYS will display a screen showing the check
detail total and the 1099-history amount. The sum of these two figures is equal to the amount that
will be printed on the 1099 form. To make adjustments to a vendor's 1099 amount, increase or
decrease the 1099-history amount as needed. These amounts will be added to the check detail
total to give the actual 1099 amount.
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4. To run 1099 DIV’s for A/P, check the box “Print 1099DIV Format” for AP 1099 proof report, forms,
electronic file, and substitute forms.

Revenue 1099’s
1. Revenue owner 1099 type is determined by the payment interest type in Revenue Deck
Maintenance. Working interests are reported in Box 7. Royalty and override interests are
reported in Box 2.
2. For Owner 1099 adjustments use the 1099 Adjustment Entry function from the Owner
1099s/Balances menu. Enter adjustments as replacement amounts in the appropriate fields.
(Note: This is different from Vendor 1099 adjustments.) These new amounts will print on the
revenue-owner 1099 forms.

3. Items that were netted within the current 1099 calendar year will be included in that year's 1099
amounts.
a. Therefore, do not run the cross-clear program using a December voucher date unless the
items being netted are to be included in that year's 1099s. Items to be included in the next
year's 1099 must have a January-or-later voucher date.
b. When the netting is a partial netting of a single revenue detail line so that part of the
revenue is netted and part of it is paid, the amount of the gross value is a pro-rated
amount that is proportionate to the portion being netted while the remaining gross value
is counted with the paid portion. It is recommended that the netting be dated in the same
month as the check rather than for the production month of the revenue to facilitate the
verification process.
4. Please note that the amount on the owner royalty 1099s that is reported to the IRS is the Total
‘Gross Value’ shown on the revenue 1099 Proof report. This is the owner’s revenue before
deductions. If you find any variances in any of the other totals this can be investigated but it will
not impact the 1099 value.
5. “Minimum IRS Total Amount to Print” compares the 1099 total against the total royalty and
working interest, and the other two lines, “Minimum 1099 Royalty Amount to Print” and
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“Minimum 1099 Working Interest to Print”, compare against the individual amount. If print-zero
is No, then all 3 tests have to be below what is entered (or zero) in order for the 1099 to be
skipped.
6. To verify revenue 1099 balances:
a. The Owner Revenue 1099 report version 499-07 or -08 is designed to provide supporting
documentation to verify 1099 balances.
b. The Excel Revenue Check report is a good source to verify revenue 1099 balances.
However, keep the previous tips in mind as those balances can be different from the 1099
balances when the rules of netting and voiding are not followed properly.
c. The Revenue Check report – By owner versions (430-03 & 430-04) are also a good source
to verify revenue 1099 balances but like the previous point, there can be legitimate
differences depending on how netting dates and voiding dates are handled.
7. When an owner has a non-zero balance for State Withholding, a 1099 will be generated even if
paid amounts are below the minimum amounts specified.
8. The vendor and owner name and address lines were expanded to 45 characters and an address line
3 was added. Because of the expansion there is a “Print all of Long Name/Address” box on the
setup screen for the 1099 forms. The substitute 1099s will automatically print the long name and
address. The electronic file will not because of the IRS file layout limits.

Lease 1099’s
1. Lease records payment 1099 type are determined in Lease Records Processing- Lease Records
maintenance-Lease and Document Parameter Maintenance-Payment Definitions Maintenance.

2. For Land-Owner 1099 adjustments use the Land-Owner 1099-History Entry screen on the LeaseRecords Maintenance menu. Enter the adjustment as a replacement amount in the appropriate
field. These new amounts will print on the land-owner 1099 forms.
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General Instructions for 1099 Electronic Media
1. File for approval with the IRS to submit electronically. This is IRS form 4419. Once approved, file
your returns on the IRS Fire site https://fire.irs.gov.
2. Download updates for OGsql for your correct version from our website www.ogsys.com. Apply the
updates to your OGsql folder. To determine your version and update date click on Help then click
on the About OGsql – this will give the correct version and update date.

3. More than one company submitting 1099s - If more than one company uses the same transmitter
control code, the .org file must be moved from the output folder before running the next
company’s electronic form. Alternatively, create a company batch (Process-Master MaintenanceBatchname Maintenance-Company Batchname Maintenance) for all companies using the same
Transmitter code. Then choose the Batchname under Company Selection when running the 1099s.

Revenue Electronic Filing
1. Choose the Electronic media format (499-06) on the 1099 setup screen in Process-Revenue
Processing-Owner 1099s & Balances- Royalty 1099s.
2. Make selections for owners, minimums, transmitting company and input the transmitter code.
3. Return Type – Choose from Orig (original), Test, G-Corr, C-Corr or Repl (replacement). Refer to the
IRS instructions to determine which type is appropriate for the correction 1099s being created.
(See instructions for corrections below.)
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4. The Payer Name Control and Transmitter Media Number are optional information. Transmitter
Media Number is only for tape cartridges and must be left blank if no tape cartridges are being
submitted.
5. When OK is clicked, the print options screen will display. The print options are only for an audit
report. This is NOT the report to send to the IRS.
6. A file will be automatically created in the …\System1\output (replace System1 with the database
folder name) folder with a name of TTTTTxxR.org (where TTTTT is the Transmitter Control Code, xx
is the year, R stands for Revenue). This is the file to be transmitted to the IRS using their
instructions that they send you for using the IRS Bulletin Board. (https://fire.gov.irs)
An audit report will be printed that will display any errors found in the creation of the 1099 file. The most
common error is that there is no Contact name defined in Company Maintenance. This is a required field
for the IRS file. DO NOT SEND THE AUDIT REPORT TO THE IRS.

Accounts Payable Electronic Filing
1. Choose the 399-04 format in Process-A/P Processing-Vendor 1099s & Balances-Vendor 1099s.
2. Make selections for vendors, qualifying amounts, transmitting company and input the transmitter
code.
3. Return Type – Choose from Orig (original), Test, G-Corr, C-Corr or Repl (replacement). Refer to the
IRS instructions to determine which type is appropriate for the correction 1099s being created.
(See correction instructions below.)
4. The Payer Name Control and Transmitter Media Number are optional information. Transmitter
Media Number is only for tape cartridges and must be left blank if no tape cartridges are being
submitted.
5. When OK is clicked, the print options screen will display. The print options are only for an audit
report. This is NOT the report to send to the IRS.
6. A file will be automatically created in the …\System1\output (replace System1 with the database
folder name) folder with a name of TTTTTxxR.org (where TTTTT is the Transmitter Control Code, xx
is the year, P stands for Payable). This is the file that will be transmitted to the IRS using their
instructions that they send you for using the IRS Bulletin Board. (https://fire.gov.irs)
An audit report will be printed that will display any errors found in the creation of the 1099 file. The most
common error is that there is no Contact name defined in Company Maintenance. This is a required field
for the IRS file. DO NOT SEND THE AUDIT REPORT TO THE IRS.

Lease 1099 Electronic Filing
1. Choose the 999-06 format in Process-Lease Records Processing-Land Owner 1099s.
2. Make selections for owners, minimum amounts, transmitting company and input the transmitter
code.
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3. The Payer Name Control and Transmitter Media Number are optional information. Transmitter
Media Number is only for tape cartridges and must be left blank if no tape cartridges are being
submitted.
4. When OK is clicked, the print options screen will display. The print options are only for an audit
report. This is NOT the report to send to the IRS.
5. A file will be automatically created in the …\System1\output (replace System1 with the database
folder name) folder with a name of TTTTTxxR.org (where TTTTT is the Transmitter Control Code, xx
is the year, L stands for Lease). This is the file that you will transmit to the IRS using their
instructions that they send you for using the IRS Bulletin Board. (https://fire.gov.irs)
An audit report will be printed that will display any errors found in the creation of the 1099 file. The most
common error is that there is no Contact name defined in Company Maintenance. This is a required field
for the IRS file. DO NOT SEND THE AUDIT REPORT TO THE IRS.

1099 Corrections
1. The first step is to determine what kind of corrections are needed. See the IRS instructions (a
sample of those instructions is shown below) for whether you have a type 1 or type 2 error. For the
IRS file
a. Use Return type = ‘1099 Replacement’ type for the Error Type 1. Only the owners needing
replacement need to be identified for this step. Create an owner batch if there are multiple
owners for which to file replacements or use the User-specified Entity Selection option.
b. Use Return type = “1099 Corrections single transaction/first of 2 trans” and “Transaction #2 of
2 transaction correction” for the Error Type 2. Creation of 2 files is necessary for submission
to the IRS. Create an owner batch if there are multiple owners for which to file replacements
or use the User-specified Entity Selection option.
2. See above instructions for how to make 1099 adjustments and special instructions for voiding
checks.
3. Replacement Substitute 1099’s can be generated to mail to the owners/vendors (not to the IRS).
4. Select a Return Type of ‘1099 Corrections’ to have ‘CORRECTED’ and the date of correction printed
on the Substitute 1099’s.
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Excerpt from the IRS instructions for corrections (make sure to get the most current instructions from the
IRS):
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Screen shot from OGsql indicating Return type:
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